Daisy Scout Clover award Parent Guide

This page is for parents or adult leaders to use in assisting scouts.

The Activity sheet is designed to help guide your Daisy to places in the Aquarium and will aid them in completing their steps towards badges. Pick up an Aquarium of the Pacific map at the entrance before starting this activity sheet. The places where you need to go for each activity are **Bolded** on the parent guide. Some of the activities may need additional assistance or conversation from you, but by the end your Brownie should be able to satisfy the requirements noted below:

Clover award for Between Earth and Sky background patch

**Make a List (Step 1)**
This activity should start your Daisy thinking about all of the wonderful resources we get from nature. To stimulate ideas talk to them about what they eat or drink, what materials are part of where they live, or the clothes they wear as well as how they move from place to place or use energy in the home. **Any gallery**

**Find a treasure (Step 2)**
This activity encourages Daisies to pick an animal that they connect with. It can be an animal in a large tank or a small touch pool. Ask them to share 3 reasons they like the animal, then do their best drawing of the animal in the space provided. Discuss what resources the animal needs to live. Are any the same as the ones humans need? **Any gallery**

**Gather Ideas (Step 3)**
This activity has your Daisy visiting the **Seal and Sea lion** show. This show has a strong conservation message at the end. Discuss things that are wasteful and “hurt” the environment vs. things that help and are less wasteful.

**Make a promise (Step 4)**
This activity provides an opportunity for your Daisy to promise to make a positive change or continue doing something they already do. No matter how small everything we can do makes a difference. **Any gallery**

**Teach others (Step 5)**
Spreading knowledge about and love for nature helps others realize that we are all connected. Have your Daisy share what they learned with friends or relatives that didn’t visit the Aquarium. **At Home**